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Email Marg...

December 14 meeting — Xmas party
The December meeting was enlivened by an extremely well-informed

January 11 meeting — first for the New Year

guest speaker, Damian Halloran. Damian had many little-known tips

Dick will be doing a ‘not to be missed’ presentation on iPhoto books.

and insights we can all benefit from.

These fantastic products are great to share images of a family occasion, a

Following his presentation, a few drinks and munches were enjoyed by
all. Thanks to the committee for the excellent catering!

holiday, or whatever. If you haven’t made one yet, this is your chance to
learn how it’s done and to get the confidence to set off on the journey.
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ANNUAL BMUG SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 2011
Annual Subscriptions are due on 1st January and the following rates
apply:Full Members ............................................$50
Couples .....................................................$80
Remote Members ......................................$25
Students .....................................................$25
Payment can be made at the. meeting, by mail to the Treasurer at P.O.
Box 8034, Newtown 3220 or through PayPal
PayPal is an easy and secure way to pay your subscription and can be
arranged through the BMUG web site .

www.bellaringmac.org.au/membership.html
Jim Strachan, Treasurer

Make a
HelpDesk
booking...

Breaking news from our friends at New Wave...
Unlike other retailers in town (you know who) who don’t offer any
support, New Wave, though a small shop, is actually competent and
staffed by supportive staff. It is pleasing, then, to let BMUG members
know that they have finally been permitted by Apple to sell iPads, after
a delay of months and months. Thanks to Marg for this tip.

Editor
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Has the desktop Mac become mature
technology, or is there even more
excitement to come?
Apple can rightly claim to be one of the world’s most creative and
successful technology companies, and I’ll bet most readers have been
thrilled again and again as ever-faster, shinier and cooler pieces of kit
have emerged from the Cupertino headquarters year after year to find
their place on our wish lists.
Last year though, for the first time I can remember,
virtually all the exciting news has been about nonMac devices, with the exception of the Air laptops,
which definitely took a major step ahead. We had
heaps of exciting news about the phones and the
iPads, but almost nothing happened with the
workhorse desktop computer. Could it be that the
main Mac is about as good as it can be right now?
The desktop Apple’s future in business
applications like architecture, sound engineering, cinema
post-production, sound editing, graphic design, and so on certainly
seems to be assured for years to come, but there is no doubt that home
users like you and I are gradually weaning ourselves off the desktop and
spending more and more time playing with our portable devices. Could
it be that the study, with its boxes and shelves and cables and
powerboards is starting to feel rather old hat?
Maybe the transition that’s happening is analogous to what happened
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with photography a few years ago. Once, we had our own darkroom.
Ours was just a hobby setup in the bathroom, but we had the enlarger,
and the film processing tanks, the dishes and the sharp smelling

In my imagination I can still remember the wonderful smells and the
crisp, acid feel of developer etching my fingertips, and I can remember
the thrill of watching the image emerge on the paper, and the excitement
of picking exactly the right time to stop the development.
Now, we twitch around with our images in Photoshop. All those
processes, all those tools, all those skills have been transferred to a few
clicks and slider bars in software that will run on a phone we can fit in
our shirt pocket. The saving in space, cost and time has been almost
unbelievable, but funnily enough, many of the techniques have
survived. Once, for example, I used to dodge and burn parts of images
with a little cardboard shape — I still do the same task with the dodge
and burn tools in Photoshop.
And so, rather than having racks of computer stuff in a special space, we
are increasingly going to get used to doing our computer work wherever
we are, on holiday; in the garden courtyard; down at the beach; in bed;
in the lounge room armchair; even on your bike.
For a while, a few years ago, it looked as though Apple had become an
iPod company that once used to make computers. Then, the engineers
and visionaries at Apple went back to their knitting , and we got the best
machines Apple had ever made. Now, even the humblest iMac is a tip
top supercomputer compared to the computers of just a decade ago.
Presently, Apple appears to be a portable computer company in the
laptop, phone, and tablet business, that still makes a few desktop
machines for old times’ sake.
But I suspect it would be a brave futurologist who said the desktop
computer is on the way to the solid waste pile on the nature strip. I
reckon Apple might have an innovation or two up their sleeves yet...

chemicals. We had boxes of printing paper in different grades and
surfaces, tongs, guillotines and glazing tools.
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So what is on the Apple horizon — here are a few
tips from Steve...
(no, not that one, the local Steve)

Expect to back up to the cloud, keep your photos and music in the
cloud, even use software that lives in the cloud. This is going to be a
radical transformation!

The app store
Anyone with a portable Apple device knows how convenient this ‘one
stop’ shop is. Now, since it opened for desktop Macs last Friday, we can
use it to enhance our ordinary computers, and many familiar iPad tasks
will be doable on your Mac. This may lead to unprecedented changes in
what we do with our Macs — as I said on the previous page, ‘watch this
space!’

Mac OS Lion
This new operating system will bring to the the
desktop Apple all kinds of interface
developments proven on the iPhones and iPads.

iPad 2
We can guarantee that the second generation tablet will knock your

One of the enormous Apple data centres under construction
Steve Craddock

socks off!

The cloud
MobileMe, perhaps Apple’s most
absurdly named product, is about
to get a huge rev up. Apple has
not spent more than $1 billion
building vast new data centres in
North Carolina without ambitious
plans to transform the way we all
use our computers.
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TOP TIP — emailing photos in
iPhoto 11
A new feature in iPhoto’11 allows you to email
photos directly from iPhoto, using themes
(designs) that beautifully arrange your photos.
Each theme includes placeholder text that you
can edit to add descriptions, captions, or other
text alongside the photos.
If you want recipients to be able to use the photos you send, rather than
simply view them, you can attach the photo files to your email message.
Recipients can then download the photos from the email message and
print them, use them in their own projects, and so on.

4.!

Customize the email by doing any of the following:

Procedure:

!
•!

To change the theme, select one of the themes to the right

1. ! Select the photo (or photos) you want to send, up to 10 per

of the email.

email.
You can send photos from your photo library or an album,

•!

To rearrange photos on the page or to reposition a photo in
its frame, drag the photo.

but not from a slideshow or a project (such as a book, card,

•!

To zoom in on a photo, click it and then drag the zoom
slider.

•!

To add text, click the placeholder text and type your own.

or calendar).
2. ! In the toolbar, click
the Share button,
and then choose

When text is selected, a formatting palette appears, with
controls for changing the text’s font, size, and horizontal

Email from the pop-

and vertical alignment.

up menu.
!
3.! If this is the first
time you’re using
iPhoto to email photos, select the email account you want
to use, click Setup, complete the requested information,
and then click Save.
Your photos appear in the email window, presented in a
theme.

If you don’t want to include text, you can leave the placeholder
text as it is (or delete it); it won’t appear in the email.

To include the individual photo files in the email, select “Attach photos
to message” (below the theme thumbnails on the right).
When you select this checkbox, iPhoto sends each photo as a separate
file, so that your recipient can print the photos individually. If you select
this option, choose Optimized from the Photo Size pop-up menu to
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compress the photos to a size that’s appropriate for emailing. The files

This still did not satisfy my

are sent in a single attachment.

requirements, as I wanted to have
a record in my “Sent” emails, in

If you don’t select this option, the photos in the theme are combined into
a single image. The email is smaller, so it takes less time to send and to
download, but your recipient can print the photos only as part of the

Apple Mail.

theme, not individually.
At the top of the email window, type the recipient’s email address (in the
To field) and a subject line. If the From field doesn’t display the address
you want to use, click the From field and choose another address.
When you’re ready to email your photos, click Send.

Here is the answer:
You must go into iPhoto “Preferences”, “Advanced”, and tick the box, “
email-automatically BCC myself”.

Now for my experience in using this new format
for the first time...
When I clicked “Send”, a blue ribbon appeared across the bottom of the
email format in iPhoto, indicating that an email was being sent. But, it
seemed to take a long time to send, much longer than when I drag
photos into an email to send. After the blue ribbon disappeared, a
message appeared, indicating that the email had been sent. When I
checked in my emails, there was no record of an email being sent. I
ended up sending the same email 3 times.
So, I did some investigating and eventually found the answerWhen you go back into iPhoto and click on the photo, or photos, which
you have placed in the email Theme, you see a message which logs the
number of times you have used that particular photo, and the date that

Peter Baldwin

the email was sent.
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TOP TIP — playing videos on
your Mac
Playing videos on your Mac, assuming it is

Let’s open DVD Player again. Click Open
DVD Media, then navigate to the folder
containing your movie files.

fitted with a DVD drive, is effortless, as
everyone knows. You simply insert the
disk, then open DVD Player, which lives in

Select the Video TS folder, then click ‘Choose’.

Applications, and play the program. You
have a choice of watching it in a small
window, or full-screen.
The only hassle is that Apple doesn’t permit you to constantly change
the DVD zone associated with the computer, and this can be a trap for
people who watch DVDs from overseas.

But how about watching a DVD that has been
‘ripped’ and saved as digital files on your
computer?
Let’s go back one step...
The process of copying the digital movie files from a DVD is called
‘ripping’, and it is done with a free piece of software, typically, Mac the
Ripper.

Your movie will play in the usual manner.

Steve Craddock

This process produces 2 folders from any DVD, called the Audio TS
folder and the Video TS folder:
Don’t worry, you don’t need to know what these terms mean!
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Dear Aunty Mac,

Perhaps Aunty Mac — or anyone! -— may be able to help or at least

Some time ago I built a model of the Bismarck from monthly kits.

sympathise, but I really miss ClarisWorks/ApppleWorks. Fortunately
my application is still working and revives on the odd occasion that it

During this process I photographed the various stages of construction
and put them together in I suppose various editions of iMovie,
culminating in 11. The project included recordings from Photo Booth,
voice over and background music.

does happen to crash.
But I used to be able to draw nice labels for my files, drawers, boxes etc.

In the past few days I decided to complete the project and burn it to a

in various sizes and even draw a series of boxes which I could move to
make a Family Tree. I could also do an address label (with a border) then

DVD, but before doing so I had to check the editing only to find that the
green “sound effects” and the blue ” voice overs” were silent at the

Avery Label.

beginning and end of the project but were quite normal in the middle.
As far as I can see the settings in the inspector that appears when
clicking the gear wheel in each sound bar are identical throughout the

duplicate it to fill a whole page of three columns, ready to print on to an

So far I haven't been able to do any of this with Pages.

project.

If any of your other Remote people care to talk about this between issues

I have tried deleting the sound bar and inserting a new one to no avail.
A couple of thoughts are that the upgrade from earlier versions of

cardiff@hotkey.net.au

of the BMUG Newsletter, my address is

Frank Cardiff

iMovie could have either deleted the source of soundtrack, or possibly I
have mistakenly deleted it.
This is not a major disaster as I would probably never play the DVD
again and there is no way I can remember what I said a couple of years
ago. Aunty, any thoughts that you may have would be appreciated.

Dear Frank,
all of the things you want to do in Pages can be done relatively easily, so
if you turn to the next page, you might find a few helpful suggestions...

Steve

jfs04@ncable.net.au

Jim Strachan

Dear Aunty Mac,
I'm an oldie at 88 but have been a Mac user for 20-odd years. I'm the
only Mac user at our retirement village (in Kincumber, near Gosford
NSW) and the Seniors paper runs an occasional column but apparently
thinks everyone has Windows. I read any Mac books I can find so was
thrilled to hear about you and have started collecting most of your
Manuals.
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Simple layout tasks in Pages

2. labels

If you look at the Pages Template Chooser:

First of all, use
rulers to set out the
desired spacing
and pattern on
your page. Here is
a shot of our
family Xmas
labels, made in
Pages, and you can
see the rulers,
which don’t print,
of course.

you’ll see that Pages offers two kinds of documents, either word
processing or page layout. To do these layout tasks, you need to open a
blank layout document.

1. boxes
These are drawn with the shapes tool, shown at left,
and they always start off green with a black border.
When your box is the right size,
you can make the stroke and fill
any colour you like with the graphic inspector:

Tip: you can drag boxes anywhere you want them on the
page. Use rulers dragged in from the side or from the top
to align them. If you want several boxes the same, select

We made the first
entry with a small
text box, by
writing the 4 lines
of text, then option
dragged the text box right to put identical entries into the second and
third columns.
Now, we selected all 3 across the top, then repeatedly option dragged
them down the page into the other spaces. When they were all done, we
had 33 text boxes, and it was simply a matter of writing the name over
the text in place. In effect, we had created text placeholders.
Even if you measure carefully, this always involves a bit of trial and error
to get the spacing right. If you do your first print on a piece of tracing
paper, you can hold it over the label page and check it.

the box, hold down the option key and drag to one side.
Now you have two identical boxes.p
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3. grouping

Dear Aunty Mac,

It’s often a good idea to group things together so
they stay in the right relationship as you move
them round the page. The photos on the last page
of this newsletter are good example. Each of the
pics is grouped with the text box label, so they
can be dragged around as more are added or pics

Apple Support — well worth the extended warranty!
I was having a problem authorising my MacMini so I could turn Home
Sharing on within iTunes. This feature is needed if you have an Apple
TV. I went through all the help options provided with no success, so
rang Apple.

are changed.
I was connected to an extremely helpful person who happened to be in
Brisbane. [The other centre is in Tasmania. If both are busy you are
connected to India.]
After an hour of going through everything he could think of and do, he
All this stuff and more is discussed in the BMUG Pages manual.

Steve Craddock
2. Printing

3.

said he would need to transfer me to a senior person. This meant he had
to wait in a queue. He then came back and gave me the number
allocated to my problem and I was then in the queue instead of him.
Shortly after, my call was answered by a person in Sydney who spent
another hour sorting out my problem. Thankfully, he was able to push
buttons and change things from his system and now everything works
perfectly. Both of them were very friendly and as there were times when
we had to wait for things to go through their processes, there was plenty
of time for pleasant conversation.
An enjoyable, stress free experience with two very friendly, helpful
people — and all free!

Marg Evans
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BMUG Assist program — breaking news!

BMUG manuals — mail order manuals

This program will attempt to resolve urgent Mac problems which can

In addition to selling manuals over the counter at our

not wait till the Help Desk is available at a club meeting. Jürgen will be

meetings, we sell them by mail order from the BMUG

available to take your call on 5255 4517 to help if he can or to give you
advice about who can.

website. And it’s so easy! You pay by PayPal, and
purchasers in Australia can have any 3 for $20,
including postage and packing, while international
readers can get two for $20.

HelpDesk

Do us a favour, and mention this service to your

This valuable part of our program operates at every
meeting. Please book in advance by email — this gives

friends, wherever they might live.

David and the volunteers time to research your issue in
advance.

As always, it helps if you order manuals by email to pick
up at the meeting, so we know how many to print and bind.

Help for remote members

A link to email David with manual orders is provided at left...

Editor

Obviously, BMUG can’t assist you with BMUG Assist, and
you won’t be arriving at the HelpDesk, but never fear, we
are able to help, in some ways.

Steve’s iPad group

For non-urgent matters, why not write an enquiry to

Email David...

Aunty Mac? She and the helper elves can usually provide a
solid answer. Often, we can put you in touch with another
remote member in your part of the world — two heads are

Make a
HelpDesk
booking...

Following Xmas, our numbers, not surprisingly, have grown further.
Drop me a line if you’d like to join our informal group and share tips
and news.

Steve Craddock

better than one, as we found out when our Healesville
remote members got together to help each other very
successfully earlier this year.
And finally, in extremis, if you don’t have a local Apple
store or a tame consultant, and when you’ve done all your
homework by Google searching and reading up about

Email Steve...

troubleshooting on the BMUG website, email the editor,
and we’ll see what help can be provided by email.
Editor
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